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Abstract. Young's modulus of pure Cu (99.98%) and precipitate hardened Cu:ZrOt polycrystals with an ultrafine- 
grained (UFG) structure has been investigated at temperatures 20-600°C. Nanoparticles of Zr02 with a size of 
about lOnm have been formed by an internal oxidation of Cu-Zr solid solution. The polycrystals have been 
produced by a heavy plastic deformation using the equichannel angular pressing technique, which yields an 
average size of grains d of about 200nm. Young's modulus E has been measured as a function of temperature T 
and of the annealing temperature T,. The dependence E p J  in Cu-Zr02 demonstrates a recovery stage near 200- 
250°C (4-6% increase in E). Structural investigations show that d practically does not change during 2 hours 
annealing up to 500°C. Such a structural stability was observed only in the composite material. Pure copper with 
the same type of initial structure (&200nm) shows approximately the same recovery in E at T near 200-250°C, 
however, this recovely corresponds to a steep (an order of magnitude) increase in d. This fact is a direct 
experimental proof that the softening of the Young's modulus in UFG materials is due to not only the smallness of 
grains but also the structure of grain boundaries and, in particularly, the mobility of grain boundary dislocations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, ultrafine-grained w G )  materials (both nanocrystals and polycrystals with submicron- 
sized grains) have become the subjects of intensive theoretical and experimental studies (see, for 
example, review papers by Gleiter [I], Gryasnov and Trusov [2] and Valiev [3]). These materials exhibit 
a number of unusual physical and mechanical properties. In particular, a high value of the microhardness 
[4] and yield stress [5-71 and a softening of the elastic modulus [8-131 have been reported for UFG copper 
produced by heavy plastic deformation techniques. However, these properties are not thermostable: 
annealing at temperatures of about 150-250'~ for 20-120 min. leads to the primary recrystallization, 
which considerably increases the grain size [4,5,7- 1 1,131, reduces the yield stress [5,7] and microhardness 
[4] and causes a recovery stage of the elastic constants [8-131. It has been shown recently by Lebedev et 
al. [14] that the grain size and yield stress thermostability is much more better in heavily deformed UFG 
Cu with nanoparticles of ZrO2. Fig.1 demonstrates the effect of annealing temperature on the yield stress 
and grain size for heavily deformed (HD) pure copper and Cu: Zr02 composite. In the present 
communication, we pay attention to Young's modulus. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

Submicrocrystalline Cu (99.98%) and Cu: ZrOz composition were produced by a simple shear plastic 
deformation using the equichannel angular pressing technique suggested by Segal et al. [15,16]. The 
deformation was carried out at room temperature up to true logarithmic strain e-- 3, which leads to an 
average grain size of about 200 nm [4,8,l I]. After the deformation, the specimens had the following 
dimensions: 30~14x14 mm3 (for Cu) and 30~8x8  mm3 (for HD Cu: Zr02). 

Initial Cu: Zr02 composition with 0.3 vol.% of zirconia nanoparticles having a size of about 10 nm has 
been produced by the internal oxidation method [17] fiom Cu-O.lSwt.%Zr solid solution. 
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For ultrasonic measurements, several rod-shape samples with dimensions about 2 . 5 ~ 2 . 5 ~ 2 0  mm3 were 
cut by electrospark machining from the initial bulk specimens. Standard electrostatic excitation of 
longitudinal vibrations has been used. Measurements were carried out in a helium atmosphere. Detailed 
description of the experimental setup is given elsewhere [IS]. 

Figure 1. Effect of annealing temperature on the yield stress (a) and grain size (b) of HD Cu and Cu:0.3vol.%Zr02 [14]. 
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Figure 2. Young's modulus as a function of temperature for one of the HD Cu:ZrO, samples measured during "heating- 
annealing for 2 hours at T=Ta-cooling" runs with successive increase of T,. 
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3. RESULTS 

Fig. 1 shows the effect of two hours annealing at various temperatures on the yield stress and grain size in 
pure Cu and Cu:Zr02 composite. It is clear that in pure HD copper, UFG structure is not thermostable, as 
was reported earlier (see Section l), whereas in Cu:ZrOz composition both the yield stress and grain size 
are practically stable up to 500 '~.  One would expect the stability of Young's modulus either. 

Fig.2 shows Young's modulus E as a function of temperature T for one of the HD Cu:Zr02 sampl& 
measured during successive heating-cooling runs with different maximum temperature Ta. During each 
run, the sam le was heated up to T=Ta, then annealed for 2 h and then cooled down to room temperature. 8 At T, < 400 C, Young's modulus increases during holding the temperature equal to Ta and the curve E(T) 
measured during the next heating coincides well with that obtained on the previous cooling (like in pure 
HD copper [l l-131). At 4 0 0 ' ~  < T, < 500°c, the modulus decreases during annealing. 

Fig.3 shows Young's modulus measured at room temperature as a function of T, for one of the samples 
of pure HD Cu and three samples of Cu: Zr02 . The dashed line in Fig.3 corresponds to the curve plotted 
from the data of Fig.2. In spite of some minor quantitative difference in absolute values of E, all the 
samples of Cu: Zr02 exhibit a good agreement and show the stage of recovery at 170-250'~ (like in pure 
HD co per). The curves for Cu: Zr02 differ from those for pure Cu at T 400'~. A softening effect near 
T=500 C was observed only in the composite material. The softening takes place in all Cu: Zr02 samples 
but differs from sample to sample quantitatively. 

Figure 3. Young's modulus at room temperature vs. annealing temperature for HD Cu and Cu: Zr02. 
The dashed line represents the data taken fiom Fig.2. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The nature of the Young's modulus softening and the recovery stage at T ~ ~ O O ~ C  in heavily deformed 
UFG copper have been discussed by Akhmadeev et al. [8,9], Soifer [lo] and Lebedev et al. [11,13]. All 
the authors (after discussing several mechanisms) considered mobile defects in interface region to be the 
most reasonable cause for the softening (and recovery). It should be noted that the same recovery stage 
was observed in ordinary polycrystals after plastic deformation (see, for example, [19] and references in 
[ll]). Lebedev et al. [ l l ]  suggested that the recovery stage is due to redistribution of glissile grain 
boundary (GB) dislocations and their pinning by point defects. The result of the present work confirms 
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this conclusion, because the recovery stage is observed in Cu: ZrOl composite, when the primary 
recrystallization does not increase the grain size, but it should lead to relaxation of internal stresses. The 
presence of long-range internal stress fields in UFG polycrystals is the main feature of the so-called non- 
equilibrium state of GBs [3]. It is natural to consider that after annealing at 3 0 0 - 5 0 0 ~ ~ ,  GBs become 
equilibrium. Thus, the state of GBs does not influence plastic properties of UFG polycrystals, it 
influences, however, the modulus defect related to mobile GB dislocations. Thus, a high value of the 
yield stress in UFG polycrystals is due only to the smallness of grains. 

The modulus softening effect after annealing at T, =500°c in HD Cu:ZrOz might be due to the phase 
transformation (tetragonal-monoclinic) in zirconia particles. According to Winterer et al. [20], the critical 
size for low temperature stabilization of tetragonal phase is 7 nm, which is close to a size of zirconia 
particles in our samples (10 nm) estimated by TEM. 
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